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An improvisation. No preliminary sketches, surfaces mostly left to chance. Oddly enough, the result 
shares the signs of colour field abstraction and action painting in a form of landscape painting. 
Background: 
In an age of cultural convergence are there any intellectual values left or is the collective existence 
nothing more than cognitive entertainment posing as originality before subsiding into tasteful 
mannerism and eventual forgetfulness under new waves of produce? In short: Is there too much 
culture? Short answer: Yes. 
Is there a possibility to elevate average culture to universal Culture? No, average is universal. 
Is there a way to make highly specific culture more accessible? Yes, stop using nonsense 
subdivisions and start using universal themes which actually have some content, also retain formal 
qualities for increased sensory effect, but don't be surprised if it gets very boring very quickly. 
Humans are wonderful at adaptive classification. 
What is universal? Universe, or Earth in everyday sense, resources in general in a more specific 
sense. Physical restrictions such as time, energy, willpower. 
Define content? Experience. This painting shows not what could be, has been or should be, but 
what already is and what should be reminded. Constantly. 
Can there be new culture? Yes, but only in hindsight. Stop reading. Improvise 
But what about the intrinsic values then? Quality lies not within produce, but within process. Get 
inspired, think along, it's more fun than counting crows. 
So art objects have no intrinsically significant value? Yes. Monkey see, monkey do, trees grow on 
regardless. http://people.psych.cornell.edu/~jec7/pubs/partisan%20canons.pdf 
 
But what's the point then? It's more fun than counting crows. 
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Artist Statement: 
Talking/writing about art is about as useless as explaining sunsets to a blind man. The mediums of 
understanding are too different. It can be done to an extent, but 80% of the information gets lost in 
translation. Texts about objects become a separate piece of art with their own literal style and 
reference system which only minimally addresses the original work in focus. Arbitrary attributional 
concepts of “meaning and value” aside – art objects are foremost physical objects with their own 
perceptual presence. Therefore they must be taken as they are. Aesthetic art experience is the 
discovery of this presence. 
In addition art objects usually have an overarching culturally driven conceptual framework referring 
to some ideological system through commonly known artefacts. This discovery of mindscapes is 
also a part of art experience in the existential sense. 
Art is the process of discovering and defining “new”. Creativity is the method of art via functional 
combinatorics. Creativity is universal. 
Therefore my art practice has multiple ongoing projects which generally take a look on the 
subjective positioning of the multifaceted collective self. Looking to see what else is possibly there. 


